Resume

Guidelines and Standards
What Makes a Good Resume Great
D
 esign: Select a design that showcases your accomplishments based on your industry.

ResumeEdge offers ten different design templates to help you create the most effective resume.
L
 ength: Recruiters and hiring managers prefer that resumes be two pages or less. If more
pages are needed, consider a CV service.

Q
 ualification (or Opening) Summary: Use a qualification summary instead of an objective
statement. Recruiters and hiring managers want to see what candidates can bring to their
organization, rather than simply stating the position they want.

Q
 uantified Accomplishments: A resume should have quantified accomplishments, not

simply a reiteration of a job description. Percentages and/or dollar figures with appropriate time
frames strengthens your achievements. For example, instead of saying “trained staff on latest

accounting software,” show the benefit to the company by saying, “increased productivity 58%
within three months of hire by retraining staff on latest accounting software.”

S
 trong Data Prioritization and Organization: The resume needs to be organized into logical

sections. Within each section, present your data in reverse chronological order (your last job or

school listed first). Prioritize the information based on value to the recruiter and hiring manager.
Information pertinent to the targeted position should be showcased first. For example, if a

candidate’s education is the most important qualification, present that section before your work
history and other qualifications.

N
 on-Relevant and Repetitive Data: An effective resume avoids repetition and inclusion of nonrelevant information. For example, only include your hobbies and interests if they are relevant to
the job. Personal information such as birth date or marital status are generally only included on
some overseas resumes.

Language: Use of business language is critical to the professionalism of a resume.

Resumes should avoid the use of personal pronouns (e.g., I, my, we) and slang at all times.

Resume Errors to Avoid
A Document That Reflects Your Personality: Unless you’re in the performing arts or involved
in a creative industry, a resume should err on the conservative side—no designer fonts or
unusual designs.

A
 n Exhaustive Listing of Everything You’ve Done: Recruiters and hiring managers

want recent experience, not all experience. The rule of thumb is to go back 10 years for IT

professionals and no more than 15 years for those in other industries. Ideally, a resume should
not be longer than two pages.

A
 Document That Tells the Recruiter or Hiring Manager What You Want: Recruiters

and hiring managers are interested in what you can bring to their organizations in terms of

performance—increasing profits or reducing costs. What you want (your objective) is secondary.
A Document That Will Guarantee an Interview or Job Offer: Creating or updating your resume

is the beginning of your job search. It cannot guarantee the end result. If your background doesn’t
closely match the requirements of the job, you will not be called in for an interview, no matter how
well your accomplishments are detailed and presented.

A One-Size-Fits-All Document: Certainly, there are basic standards for all resumes, such as

page length and data prioritization/organization. However, your background is unique and needs
to be presented to showcase your skills, not fit a general template used by everyone.

A
 Document That Pleases Everyone: The only audiences that matter are recruiters and

hiring managers. Relatives, friends, and colleagues may have good intentions when offering
suggestions, but they are not experts in resume writing.

A
 Document That Is Perfect in Every Way: Recruiters and hiring managers aren’t going to
make their interviewing or hiring decisions based on minor variances in word choice. They

are looking for skills that you can bring to their organization, not whether you used the word
“oversaw” rather than “managed.”
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